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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The acronyms and abbreviations listed below are used throughout the text
8 -OHdG
Bla
DHSaMCR
gam protein
Gy
J/m^/s
kGy
irrB
irri
IR
1RS
IR^
LB
MNNG
Mtc^
pKUl

PMSF
pol
pPOl
pPO ll
pP012
pUE58
pWE15
rec
uvrA
uvsC
uvsD
uvsE
UV
UV®
t’
TAB
TBE
TGY

8-hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine
jS lactamase
E. coli strain DHSaMCR
gamma protein of bacteriophage X
Gray = 100 rads
Joules per meter square per second
kilo Gray (100,000 rads)
a gene that contributes to D. radiodurans’ ionizing radiation resistance
a gene that contributes to D. radiodurans’ ionizing radiation resistance
ionizing radiation
ionizing radiation sensitivity/ sensitive
ionizing radiation resistance/ resistant
Luria-Bertani
N-methyl N’-nitro N-nitroso guanidine
Mitomycin Ç resistance/ resistant
Cosmid clone that restores Mtc®to uvrAl and uvrA2 strains and IR® to
irrB strains, respectively.
phenyl-methyl-sulfonyl-fluoride
gene that encodes D. /WW wraw' DNA polymerase I
Cosmid clone that restores Mtc® to uvrA2 and IR® to irri, irrF and pol
strains, respectively.
Plsamid that restores IR® to both irri and pol strains.
Plasmid that restores IR® to irri strains
Plasmid that restores Mtc® to uvrAl strains and IR® to irrB strains,
respectively.
col E l based plasmid; useful in cloning 38 to 40 kb DNA fragments.
gene that encodes D.
' RecA
gene that encodes part of D. radiodurans’ endonuclease a
gene that encodes part of D. radiodurans’ endonuclease /3
gene that encodes part of D. radiodurans’ endonuclease /8
gene that encodes part of D. radiodurans’ endonuclease /3
ultraviolet
ultraviolet resistance/ resistant
thymine glycol
tris-acetate-EDTA
tris-borate EDTA
tryptone glucose yeast extract
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ABSTRACT
Deinococcus radiodurans is extremely resistant to ionizing radiation and can
withstand 5 kGy 7 radiation without loss of viability or evidence of mutation.
Available evidence argues that an efficient DNA repair mechanism is responsible for
the resistance these organisms possess to ionizing radiation. The enzymes which
coordinate DNA repair in D. radiodurans are poorly characterized.
Two new loci have been detected in D. radiodurans, namely, irrB and irri
which provide resistance. Mutational inactivation of either locus resulted in a partial
loss of resistance to ionizing radiation. The extent of sensitivity was locus specific
and differentially affected by inactivation of the uwA gene product. An irrB uvrA
double mutant was more sensitive to ionizing radiation than was an irrB mutant. In
contrast, an irri uvrA double mutant and irri single mutant were equally sensitive to
ionizing radiation. irrB and irri mutations also reduced resistance to UV radiation in
D. radiodurans which was more pronounced in the presence of an uvrA'^ background.
Subclones derived from each gene were generated and the loci of each gene were
mapped relative to each other. The irrB and irri genes were separated by
approximately 20 kb of intervening sequence in which the uvrA and pol genes are
located.
A mutation which inactivates the irrB gene does not impair repair of
transforming DNA which has been damaged and contains thymine glycol or 8 hydroxyguanosine lesions. Examination of irrB cell extracts for novel DNA binding
proteins revealed little information. irrB strains do produce a 23 kD novel protein
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(IrrB*) in large amounts but IrrB* did not bind to either ssDNA or dsDNA in the
presence of 50 mM NaCL
A mutation which impairs the function of the irri gene product did not affect
its potential to reactivate 8 -hydroxyguanosine containing transforming DNA, but it
failed to reactivate thymine glycol containing transforming DNA. In the absence of
the irri gene product D. radiodurans was extremely sensitive to UV radiation and its
DNA underwent extensive degradation. The irri gene product appears to regulate
endonuclease a mediated DNA degradation which occurs following exposure to UV
radiation.

XI
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INTRODUCTION
The family Deînococcaceae. Those bacteria taxonomically assigned to the
family Deînococcaceae are resistant to both radiation and desiccation (Murray, 1992).
The deinococci are large cocci, which do not produce spores and are non-motile.
Most strains are pigmented, aerobic, mesophilic heterotrophs with a temperature
optimum of 30"C and grow on complex medium (Murray and Brooks, 1986; Murray,
1992). The Deînococcaceae have been assigned to the Deînococcus-Thermus group,
one of the ten major groups of bacteria which are based on rRNA taxonomy (Hensel,
et al., 1986; Weisburg, et al., 1989). Organisms within this group include
Deinococcus radiodurans, Deinococcus radlopugnans, Delmcoccus proteolytlcus,
Deinococcus radlophilus and Delnobacter grandis (Brooks and Murray, 1981; Oyaizu,
et al., 1987). Delmcoccus radiodurans strain Rl, the best characterized of the
deinococci, was first recognized as an ionizing radiation resistant contaminant when
isolated from canned meat by Anderson, et al., in 1956.
The genome of Deinococcus radiodurans. The DNA of D. radiodurans has
been reported to exhibit a G+C content of 65-71 mol. % (Moseley and Schein,
1964), and the chromosome of D. radiodurans has been determined to be
approximately three million base pairs (K. W. Minton, Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD, personal communication, 1995). Delmcoccus
radiodurans is multigenomic and the number of genome copies ranges from four
copies for cells in stationary phase to as many as ten copies for cells while in
exponential phase growth (Hansen, 1978; Harsojo, et al., 1981; Tirgari and Moseley,

1
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1980), Harsojo, et al., (1981) reported that increasing the genome copy numbers
from four to ten did not enhance radioresistance. The studies describing effect of
reduction of genome copies on D. radiodurans’ radioresistance are lacking, however.
Deinococcus radiodurans and natural transformation. Delmcoccus
radiodurans Rl is a naturally transformable strain (Moseley and Setlow, 1968).
Tirgari and Moseley (1980) reported that D. radiodurans Rl became competent for
transformation when cells were grown in a medium supplemented with calcium, and
that the degree of competence was uniform throughout exponential growth, but was
decreased in stationary phase cells. Integration of transforming DNA into the host
genome required homologous recombination.
Historically, transformation has been used as an indicator of genomic
recombinational activity. Since competence among the deinococci is uniform in the
exponential growth phase, recombinatory activity can be assayed by measuring the
level of transformation which occurs during exponential growth (Moseley, 1972b;
Moseley and Copland, 1978). Transformation frequencies among chromosomal
markers varies from 0.01% to 3% and frequency is dependent upon the genetic
marker followed (Tirgari and Moseley, 1980).
Transformation studies have been done in attempts to define or locate genes
with mutations which affect DNA synthesis and repair. Mutations are considered to
occur in different genes if DNA from one mutant transforms a second mutant and
restores the wild type phenotype at levels consistent with the transformation frequency
for a single marker (Moseley, et al., 1972a; Moseley and Copland, 1978; Gutman, et
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3
al., 1993). Extremely efficient transformation observed in D. radiodurans often
results in incorrect identification of different alleles of a single mutation as different
mutations. The transformation system has also been used to investigate the ability of
D. radiodurans to repair ultraviolet irradiated transforming DNA. Deinococcus
radiodurans

cells are capable of repairing pyrimidine dimer damage in

transforming DNA. The efficiency of in vivo repair of transforming DNA inside the
cell is comparable to the natural repair of cellular DNA damage following exposure of
D. radiodurans cells to ultraviolet radiation (Moseley and Setlow, 1968).
Resistance to DNA damage. Deinococcus radiodurans is extremely resistant
to both ionizing radiation and ultraviolet radiation (Moseley, 1983; Minton, 1994).
For example, D. radiodurans can withstand 5 kGy

7

radiation and 570 J/m^

ultraviolet radiation without loss of viability (Moseley, 1983; Smith, et al., 1992) and
the resulting damage to the genomic DNA is repaired in the surviving cells without
induced mutation (Sweet and Moseley, 1974; Sweet and Moseley, 1976).
Deinococcus radiodurans is also resistant when exposed to lethal levels of the
alkylating agent N-methyl N’-nitro N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG) or to the DNA cross
linking agent mitomycin C (Sweet and Moseley, 1976). The efficient removal of
damaged DNA following irradiation is thought to be one major reason for resistance
to DNA damaging agents. The very efficient repair process employed by the
deinococci may involve mobilization of several overlapping repair pathways which
include both recombination and excision repair (Smith, et ah, 1992). The enzymes
which participate in each repair pathway have not been characterized or defined.
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Following exposure to a sublethal dose of radiation, D. radiodurans exhibits a
delay in DNA synthesis (Dean et a l, 1966; Lett, et al., 1967; Moseley and Copland,
1976). During this period DNA undergoes substantial degradation and the degraded
DNA is released into the growth medium (Lett, et al. , 1967). The principal
degradation products are reported to be oligonucleotides of approximately 2 0 0 0 bp
(Vukovic-Nagy, et al., 1974). These primary products of degradation, undergo
further degradation to nucleosides and nucleotides, events catalyzed by exonucleolytic
enzymes.
The rate of release of degradation products was independent of the radiation
dose with 0.1% of the total genomic DNA is degraded per minute at 30°C (Lett, et
ah, 1967). The total amount of DNA degraded, is dependent on the dose of radiation
administered. In addition, the DNA degradation process can be accelerated by the
addition of chloramphenicol to the test cells following exposure to ultraviolet or
ionizing radiation, an observation which suggests that the degradation process is
regulated by a protein(s) synthesized in response to irradiation. Genomic DNA
degradation will continue unchecked in the presence of chloramphenicol which can
lead to lethal consequences to the cell (Moseley, 1967b; Dean, et ah, 1970). The
time the cell requires to recover and resume normal levels of DNA synthesis is
dependent upon the dose of radiation administered (Dean, et ah, 1966), which usually
exceeds the time required to degrade and expel damaged DNA (Moseley and
Copland, 1976).
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DNA repair mechanisms. Investigations to date have shown that D.
radiodurans cells possess at least two mechanisms by which they repair ultraviolet
irradiated DNA; an excision repair pathway (Boiling and Setlow, 1966) and a
recombinational repair process (Moseley, et al., 1972a; Moseley and Copland, 1975).
Excision of pyrimidine dimers created following exposure to ultraviolet
radiation can occur through either of two different, but equally efficient, pathways.
One pathway requires a functional uwA gene while the other pathway requires
functional uvsC, uvsD and uvsE genes. Those strains that carry a single mutation in
uvrA or uvsC, uvsD or uvsE are as resistant to ultraviolet radiation as are wild type
strains. When both pathways are blocked by mutations, however, the cells are
sensitive to ultraviolet radiation (Moseley and Evans, 1983).
Strains which carry a single mutation in either the uvrA or the uvs genes can
incise ultraviolet irradiated DNA and post-irradiation DNA degradation proceeds at
rates observed in the wild type strain. A double mutant (defective in both uvrA and
uvs), however, cannot incise damaged DNA effectively which consequently impairs
the rate of DNA degradation normally observed following ultraviolet irradiation.
Both wild type strains and those strains that carry a single mutation in any of the uvs
genes suffer excessive DNA degradation and loss of cell viability upon addition of
chloramphenicol during the post-irradiation incubation period. Chloramphenicol
enhanced postirradiation DNA degradation and loss in cell viability is absent in those
strains deficient in uvrA activity. The uvrA deficient strains behave in a similar
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fashion to the wild type strain in their ability to both resume DNA synthesis and to
degrade DNA in the absence of chloramphenicol (Evans and Moseley, 1983).
Deinococcus radiodurans strains which are defective in uvrA are, however,
extremely sensitive to the lethal effects of both mitomycin and alkylating agents and
these strains have been reported to be SO times more mutable (based on MNNG
mutagenesis) than are wild type cells (Moseley and Copland, 1978; Tempest and
Moseley, 1980), Based on these findings Evans and Moseley (1983) proposed the
existence of two repair processes predicated upon sensitivity to ultraviolet radiation,
mitomycin and excision of pyrimidine dimers. The repair mechanisms are
constitutive enzymatic activities termed endonuclease a and endonuclease jS and each
of these endonucleases possesses exonucleolytic activity. Endonuclease a, unlike
endonuclease /?, requires the action of an ultraviolet radiation induced terminating
protein to halt the associated exonuclease activity (Evans and Moseley, 1983).
Endonuclease a appears to assist in the repair of a broad range of DNA
damage and it is believed that this protein is functionally analogous to the ABC
excinuclease protein observed in E. coli. UntU recently, it was believed that
endonuclease a was encoded by the mtcA and mtcB genes. Minton (1994), however,
reported recently that the mtcAB region of D. radiodurans is a single gene that
encodes a protein that is homologous with the UvrA protein of E. coli. Inactivation
of the uvrA locus renders host cells sensitive to the lethal effects of mitomycin C and
in addition makes these cells hypermutable to the action of alkylating agents such as
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MNNG. To date, the enzymatic activity of endonuclease a has not been detected in
cell free preparations.
Endonuclease jS, a product of the uvsC, uvsD, and uvsE genes in D.
radiodurans exhibits substrate specificity which is considerably narrower than that of
endonuclease a. In fact, this enzyme might be a pyrimidine dimer-specific
endonuclease. Cell extracts prq>ared from D. radiodurans that exhibit endonuclease
jS activity, have been reported to catalyze the initial incision step which is required to
initiate removal of pyrimidine dimers. Evans and Moseley (1985) partially purified
endonuclease jS and reported the protein possessed a relative molecular weight of 36
kD. Enzymatic activity is enhanced by addition of Mn^^ and ATP is not required for
the incision action on ultraviolet irradiated DNA (Evans and Moseley, 1985). It is
currently held that endonuclease j8 incises ultraviolet irradiated DNA by a true
endonucleolytic action rather than by glycosylic action (Evans and Moseley, 1988).
An endonuclease (34.5 kD) which exhibits specificity for apurinic /
apyrimidinic (A?) sites was detected and then purified from extracts prepared from D.
radiodurans R l. This endonuclease may function as part of a DNA base excision
repair pathway (Masters, er al., 1991). A DNA deoxyribophosphodiesterase (25 kD)
that acts on incised AP sites and functions to remove deoxyribose-phosphate groups
was also detected in cell free extracts of D. radiodurans. In addition, an enzymatic
activity that both recognizes and then cleaves DNA which contains thymine glycols
was detected. The molecular weight of this protein was determined to be
approximately 30 kD (Mun, et al., 1994).
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Specific enzymatic processes that may mediate the repair of DNA damaged by
ionizing radiation in the deinococci have not been reported. Neither endonuclease anor jS-like enzymatic activities appear to play a role in resistance to ionizing radiation,
since uvrA uvs double mutants are as resistant to 7 radiation as is wild type D.
radiodurans R l (Moseley and Evans, 1983). Mutational inactivation of the pol or rec
loci in D. radiodurans Rl will create strains that are sensitive to ionizing radiation
(Gutman, et ah, 1993; Gutman, et al., 1994; Moseley, 1967; Moseley and Copland,
1975 ). These strains are equally sensitive to the lethal effects of mitomycin C and
UV light, which suggests that pol and rec gene products participate in DNA repair
pathways common to each of the three types of DNA damage. The pol and rec gene
products of D. radiodurans have been shown recently to be homologues of DNA
polymerase I (Gutman, et al., 1993) and RecA protein in E. coli (Gutman, et al.,
1994), respectively. Defects other than those described which are associated with
ionizing radiation sensitive strains of D. radiodurans have not been characterized.
Daly and others (1994) examined the effect that extreme doses of 7 radiation
exert on the resident shuttle plasmids which are present in stationary phase cells of D.
radiodurans. Following exposure to 17.5 kGy 7 radiation, both genomic and plasmid
DNA in D. radiodurans undergo extensive degradation. Twenty-four hours postirradiation the genomic and plasmid DNA in the wild type strain were regenerated.
Regeneration of genomic DNA required repair of in excess of 150 double strand
breaks per chromosome. However, in a recA mutant (rec30) both genomic DNA and
plasmid DNA failed to regenerate. The regenerated plasmid DNA from R l retained
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its biological activity when measured by its ability to transform JS. coli and the
transformation frequency observed for the regenerated plasmid was identical to that of
a control non-irradiated plasmid.
As a first step toward developing a better understanding of the remarkable
radioresistance that the deinococci exhibits, this laboratory has screened 45,000
MNNG-mutagenized colonies derived from D. radiodurans strain 302 for their
sensitivity to ionizing radiation. This effort led to the detection of 49 ionizing
radiation sensitive (1RS) strains. Two ionizing radiation sensitive strains, designated
IRS18 and IRS41, were characterized and each strain was shown to carry a unique
and previously undescribed defect that impairs the ability of D. radiodurans to survive
exposure to ionizing radiation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and plasmids. The bacterial strains and plasmids used in
this study are listed on Table 1. The D. radiodurans strains were grown at 30°C in
TGY broth (0.5% tryptone, 0.3% yeast extract, 0.1% glucose) or on TGY agar
(1.5% agar) (Anderson, et al., 1956). Escherichia coli strains used in this study were
grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth or on LB agar plates, at 37°C (Sambrook, et al.,
1989). Plasmids were routinely propagated in DH5aMCR and plasmid DNA required
for cloning and other enzymatic manipulations was collected by methods described by
Bimboim and Doly (1979) and plasmid DNA was further purified by the lithium
chloride precipitation method (Sambrook, et a l, 1989). Plasmids were introduced
into host E. coli strains by electroporation (Dower, 1987; Dower, et al., 1987). The
conditions employed for electroporation were 2.5 kV, 25

and 200 Ohms.

MNNG mutagenesis. Deinococcus radiodurans strain 302 cells, while in the
exponential phase, were treated with 20 /xg/ml N-methyl-N’-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine
(MNNG) and incubated for two hours at 30°C with shaking (Tempest and Moseley,
1980). A 100

aliquot of mutagenized cells was removed, diluted in 25 ml TGY,

incubated for an additional 18 hours. Aliquots were then collected, diluted and plated
to give 200-300 cfu/plate. Next, the mutagenized population was screened for
sensitivity to ionizing radiation by patching individual colonies onto TGY plates and
exposing these plates to 5 kGy 7 radiation (“ Co source, 20 Gy/min). Nonmutagenized colonies of D. radiodurans strains Rl and 302 colonies were also
patched onto treatment plates which functioned as controls m this experiment.

10
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Table 1. Bacterial strains and plasmids used throughout this investigation
Bacterial
strains
Deinococcus
radiodurans
R1

Relevant description

Source or
Reference

ATCC13939

Anderson, et al.,
1956
Moseley and Copland,
1978
Moseley and Copland,
1978
Moseley, 1967
Moseley, 1967
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

302

as R1 but uvrAl

262

as R1 but uvrA2

263
UV17
LS18
IRS7
IRS18
IRS181
IRS33
IRS34
IRS38
IRS41
IRS411

as R1 but pol
as R1 but pol
as R1 but Str*
as R1 but uvrAl pol
as R1 but uvrAl irrBl
as R1 but irrBl
as R1 but uvrAl pol
as R1 but uvrAl irrF
as R1 but uvrAl pol
as R1 but uvrAl irrll
as R1 but irrll

Escherichia
coli
DH5 a-MCR

NM554

F mcrA A(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBQ
<^>80d/acZAM15 A/ccX74 endAl
recAl deoR A(ara-leu)7697
aroDl39 galU galk nupG rpsL

Life Technologies
Inc.,
Gaidiersburg
MD

recAlS aroD139 A{ara-leu)
7697 MacAVI galU galK
hsdRlS^ mcrA mcrB rpsL

Raleigh, et.a l,
1988
( Table cont’d.)
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Plasmids
PACYC184

cm*^ Tc® pl5a ori 4.2 kb

Chang and
Cohen,1978

pWE15

Ap"^ coIEl ori 8.2 kb

Wahl, et ah,
1987

pUE58

pAT153::wvrA‘^ irrB^, a 5.6
kb subclone D. radiodurans
genomic DNA carrying the
uvrA^ and irrB^ locus

A1 Bakri, et al.,
1985

pPG9

pBC-KS+ derivative with a
2.3 kb D. radiodurans fragment

Gutman, et al.,
1993

pPGll

pBS-KS+ derivative with a
5.2 kb insert of D. radiodurans
genomic DNA carrying 1.98 kb
fragment of the pol^ locus

Gutman, et al.,
1993

pPG12

pBC-KS+ derivative with a
1.2 kb insert of D. radiodurans
genomic DNA carrying a 0.9 kb
fragment of the pol^ locus

Gutman, et al.
1993

pKUl

pWE15::uvrA*(mtcAB'^) irrB*
40 kb cosmid clone from D.
radiodurans R 1

This study

pPOl

pWE15::Mvr.4'^(wrcB^) pol^
irrF* irrl*40 kb cosmid clone
from D. radiodurans R1

This study

pPOll

pACYC184::po/^ irri* 14 kb
Ncol subclone of pPOl

This study

pP012

pACYC184: :zrrr 5 kb £toRI
subclone of pPOl

This study
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Putative mutants were picked and identified as ionizing radiation sensitive (1RS) by
comparing the growth of mutagenized colonies to those of strain 302 at 48 and 72
hours following exposure to irradiation. A total of 45,000 mutagenized colonies
collected from eleven individual MNNG-treatment experiments were screened.
Putative mutants were picked and streaked to isolation. The 1RS phenotype was then
confirmed by a second round of patching and irradiation for each of five isolated
colonies from each isolation streak plate.
Natural transformation of D. radiodurans in liquid culture. One molar
CaCl; was added to D. radiodurans cultures while in exponential growth to give a
final concentration of 30 mM and the cells were incubated at 30°C for an additional
80 minutes (Tirgari and Moseley, 1980). One n% plasmid DNA or ten ng
chromosomal DNA was added to one ml of TOY which contained 2 x 10’ cells and
each mixture was incubated on ice for 30 minutes. The transformation mixture was
diluted ten fold in TOY broth and incubated for an additional 18 hours. This protocol
was used to identify uvrA^ cells. The uvrA^ transformants were selected on TOY
plates supplemented with 60 ng/ml mitomycin C (Sigma Co. St. Louis, MO)
(Moseley and Copland, 1978).
Dot transformation. One molar CaCl; was added to D. radiodurans cultures
during exponential growth until a final concentration of 30 mM was achieved. The
calcium-treated cells were incubated at 30°C for an additional 80 minutes. A 100 ^1
aliquot of cells was spread onto a TOY agar plate, incubated for 4-6 hours at 30®C
and transformations were done by dotting ten /xl of either chromosomal or plasmid
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DNA preparations onto the D. radiodurans bacterial lawn. Twenty-four hours later,
the bacterial lawn was rqjlica-plated and selective pressure was applied in the
following manner. To select mitomycin resistant (Mtc®) transformants, bacterial
lawns were rq>lica-plated onto TGY agar which contained 60 ng/ml mitomycin C.
Ionizing radiation resistant transformants were selected by transferring bacterial lawns
to TGY agar which were exposed to 7 radiation at

6

kGy. Three days after

irradiation each plate was examined for the restoration of ionizing radiation resistance
to organisms within the area where the DNA had been dotted.
Isolation of chromosomal DNA. Two hundred ml of TGY broth was
inoculated with two ml of an overnight culture of D. radiodurans (2 x 10’ cfu/ml).
After 48 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were sedimented by centrifugation at 4°C
at 3000 X g for 15 min. The cell pellets were resuspended in 20 ml of 95% ethanol
and held at room temperature for ten minutes to remove the outer membrane (OM).
The ethanol-treated cells were collected by centrifugation at 4°C at 3000 x g for 15
minutes and the resulting pellet was suspended in nine ml of TE buffer (10 mM
Tris.HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). Next, two mg of lysozyme (Sigma Chemical, St.
Louis, MO) was added to the OM-stripped cells and this mixture was incubated at
37°C for 30 minutes. One-half ml of 10% SDS and 50 ftl of 20 mg/ml proteinase K
(Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) were added to the lysozyme-treated cells and the
cells were incubated for 12 hours at 56°C. The lysed cell suspension was transferred
to a centrifuge tube and extracted one time with an equal volume of
phenoLchloroform ( 1 : 1 ) and two times with an equal volume of chloroformrisoamyl
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alcohol (24:1). The DNA was precipitated following the addition of one ml of three
molar sodium acetate (pH 7.0) and ten ml of cold 100% ethanol to the extraction.
The DNA was spooled out of the mixture onto a curved glass rod, washed twice with
70% ethanol, was air dried, dissolved in five ml of TE buffer (pH 8.0) and then
stored at 4°C. The quality of the genomic DNA was assessed by electrophoresis. A
100 ng sample of DNA was electrophoresed through a 0.3% agarose/TBE gel at
2V/cm gel length. The gel was cast and electrophoresis was done at 4°C in half
strength TBE buffer. Both T4 DNA (160 kb) and lambda DNA (50 kb) were also
subjected electrophoresis and employed as size standards. Only genomic DNA with
the highest molecular weight, DNA that comigrated with T4 DNA marker, was used
in the natural transformation experiments and cloning experiments.
Construction of a pWElS cosmid library. Cosmid pWE15 (Table 1) is a
plasmid cloning vector which contains; 1) a lambda bacteriophage cos site, 2) a Bla
(amp^) drug resistance marker, 3) a plasmid origin of replication, colEl, and 4) a
unique BaniHl restriction site which was exploited in cloning studies (DiLeUa and
Woo, 1987). Plasmid pWE15 was linearized with BaniHl and then dephosphorylated
with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (New England Biolab) to prevent vectorvector ligation. A schematic which outlines the construction of a cosmid library that
was followed in this study is shown in Figure 1. Large 40-45 kb genomic DNA
fragments prepared from D. radiodurans R1 were generated from high molecular
weight chromosomal DNA (160 kb) by partial Sau3Al digestion. This was followed
by size fractionation and ligation to linearized, dephosphorylated vector. The
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BamHl

GENOMIC DNA

On
pWE15

Cos

8100 bp

^

5au3AI partial digest

B am H l d ig estio n
D é p h o sp h o ry latio n

Ligation

-n

•-

50 kb

in vitro packaging

&
Transfection into £ . coli

Genomic

Cosmid

Figure 1. Construction of a D. radiodurans R1 genomic library in cosmid pWE15.
Cosmid pWElS was linearized with BamYQ. at a unique site and dephosphorylated
with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (New England Biolabs). Genomic DNA was
partially digested with 5aw3AI to generate compatible ends. The vector and the
genomic DNA were ligated, packaged into \ bacteriophage particles and transduced
into E. coli. The recombinant molecule exists as an autonomous replicon following
drug selection.
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ligations were performed at a pWE15:insert DNA ratio of 10:1, which should inhibit
ligation of non-contiguous genomic DNA segments (DiLeUa and Woo, 1987). The
resulting concatemeric recombinant DNA was packaged using Gigapack-XL in vitro
packaging extract (Stratagene Cloning Systems, La JoUa, CA) and the packaged DNA
was subsequently used to infect E. coli NM554 (recA ) ceUs. The recombinant
cosmid was propagated, as a large plasmid, by applying selective pressure. This was
accompUshed by plating the infected NM554 ceUs on LB agar supplemented with
ampicillin (50 ^g/ml). Individual colonies were screened for their capacity to restore
the ionizing radiation resistant phenotype of D. radiodurans 1RS strains by the dot
transformation protocol described above.
Survival curves. Only D. radiodurans ceUs in exponential growth were
evaluated for their capacity to survive exposure to ultraviolet or ionizing radiation.
To measure resistance to ionizing radiation, one ml broth cultures in eppendorf tubes
were exposed to a “ Co source at a dose rate of 20 Gy/min. The ceUs were removed
from the “ Co source, dUuted, plated in triplicate on TGY agar and incubated for
three days at 30°C before being scored for survivorship.
Survivorship (resistance) to ultraviolet exposure was evaluated by plating
selected dilutions of each D. radiodurans culture on TGY agar and then irradiating
the surface of the agar with a germicidal lamp at a dose rate of 2 J/mVs at room
temperature. The agar surface of each culture dilution was exposed to ultraviolet
light until the desired cumulative dose was received. Following UV exposures the
agar plates were incubated for three days at 30°C.
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Deinococcal cell survival, following exposure to mitomycin, was assessed by
treating D. radiodurans cells in the log phase with mitomycin C. Broth cultures of
D. radiodurans in one ml aliquots were placed in eppendorf tubes and then treated
with Iftg mitomycin C at room temperature. To remove unreacted mitomycin, cells
were removed at periodic intervals and sedimented at 14,000 RPM in an Eppendorf
micro centrifuge (model 5415C). The cell pellets were washed, suspended in one ml
MgSO^ (10 mM), diluted serially and plated on TGY agar. The plates were incubated
for three days at 30°C before they were examined.
Subcloning the irri locus. Figures 2 and 3, outline the steps that were
followed to subclone the irrI locus. The cosmid pPOl was digested with either EcdSl
or Ncol and the resulting fragments were then ligated into compatible sites on
pACYC184. Subclones which carried the irrÜ locus were identified by their ability
to restore irri mutants from D. radiodurans to ionizing radiation resistance, following
dot transformation.
Generation of thymine glycol (f) containing DNA. The plasmid pUE58 was
digested to completion with endonuclease EcoRI, assessed by electrophoresis on a
0.8% low melting point agarose/TAE gel and the resulting 5.6 kb DNA fragment was
removed from the gel. Thymine glycols were generated by oxidation of thymine
bases with osmium tetroxide in the presence of aqueous pyridine by the method of
Clark and Beardsley (1987). A typical 100 /il reaction mixture contained
approximately

6

/ig of gel purified DNA, 2% OsO^ (v/v) and 5% pyridine (v/v). The

oxidation step was done at room temperature for 30 minutes and was halted by
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addition of an equal volume of distilled water. To separate unreacted OsO^ the
modified DNA was applied onto a Sephadex G-25 column equilibrated with water.
The control DNA was treated in a similar manner except that OsO^ was excluded
from the reaction mixture. Both modified and control DNA were ethanol (100%)
precipitated, washed twice with 70% ethanol and resuspended in 20 /xl TE buffer (pH
7.4). Modified DNA was used in the natural transformation experiments with D.
radiodurans recipient strains 302,1RS 18 and IRS41 by methods described above.
Mitomycin resistant transformants were identified and selected from TGY agar plates
supplemented with mitomycin C (60 ng/ml).
Generation of 8-hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine (8 -OHdG) adducts. Plasmid
pUE58 was digested to completion with EcoRI and the 5.6 kb DNA fragment was
separated from the vector DNA and purified as described above. The 8 -OHdG
adducts were generated by methods described by Floyd, et al., 1989. Ten /xg of
DNA was solubilized in 99 ;xl of TE (pH 7.4) in a two ml transparent plastic cuvette.
One /xl of 20 mM methylene blue was added to the DNA and the DNA-methylene
blue mixture was exposed to white light from a 500 Watt tungsten lamp at a distance
of 27 cm. For this procedure DNA was placed in an ice bath and a transparent
beaker containing water was placed in the light path to quench the heat generated by
infra red radiation. At 27 cm the filtered light generated an intensity of 1200 micro
Einsteins (^W). The methylene blue was added prior to light exposure and the DNA
was exposed to both methylene blue and light for 30 minutes. Following exposure,
the damaged DNA was precipitated by addition of 20 /xl of 5 M NaCl and 300 /xl of
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100% ethanol and the DNA peUet was washed twice with 70% ethanol and then
suspended in 20 fd of TE (pH 7.4), The light modified DNA was used in natural
transformation experiments forD. radiodurans recipient strains 302, IRS18 and IRS41
by methods described above. The mitomycin resistant transformants were selected on
TGY agar plates which contained mitomycin C (60 ng/ml).
Preparation of D. radiodurans cell free extracts. One liter of TGY broth
was inoculated with two ml D. radiodurans cells incubated for two days at 30°C with
shaking, and the cells were sedimented at 3000 x g for 15 min. The cell pellet was
suspended in five ml of buffer A (50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM jSmercaptoethanol, 1 mM phenyl-methyl-sulfonyl-fluoride (PMSF) and 20 mM
Tris.HCl (pH 7.5)). The cells were lysed in a French pressure cell at 16,000 psi.
Unlysed cells and cellular debris were pelleted following centrifugation for one hour
at 160,000 X g. The crude extract was treated with 0.085 volumes of 5%
streptomycin sulfate and the resultant chromosomal DNA precipitate was pelleted by
centrifugation at 160,000 x g for one hour. The supernatant fluid was treated with
one molar CaCl; and one molar MgCl2 to give a final concentration of 2 mM and 10
mM, respectively, and then pancreatic Dnase I (Sigma Co., St. Louis, MO) was
added to the extract (20 /xg/ml) which was then incubated at 25°C for one hour.
Extracts were clarified by centrifugation for one hour at 160,000 x g and then
clarified extracts were dialyzed in dialysis tubing (Spectra/Por, molecular weight cut
off: 6,000-8,000) against 1,000 volumes of buffer A. Buffer A was exchanged four
times at five hour intervals.
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DNA cellulose affinity chromatography. DNA cellulose affinity matrices
were purchased from Sigma Co. (St. Louis, MO). One gram of DNA cellulose
which contained approximately 6 mg of single or double stranded DNA was
suspended in 20 ml of buffer A, decanted and poured into a five ml capacity syringe
barrel without the plunger. The matrix was permitted to settle by gravity and washed
with buffer A for several hours at 4°C (Alberts and Herrick, 1971). Approximately
four ml of clarified cell-free extract prepared from D. radiodurans was percolated
through the column. Extraneous nonspecific proteins were washed free of the matrix
with 20 ml of buffer A. Next, DNA binding proteins were eluted from the matrix
through addition of sequentially increasing molar solutions of NaCl (0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
1.0 and 2.0 M) in 10ml aliquots. Proteins in the flow through, wash and elution
fractions were collected separately and each of the three fractions was dialyzed against
buffer A. Each protein fraction was concentrated and subjected to sodium dodecyl
sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) analysis (Laemmli, 1970).
Proteins were separated on a 10-20% (acrylamide) linear gradient gel and then stained
with Coumassie brilliant blue R-250 stain. Protein determinations were done on cell
free extracts using the BIORAD protein assay which is based on the Bradford
technique (Bradford, 1976) and was done according to manufacturer’s instructions.
DNA degradation following irradiation in irri strains. Approximately five
ml of log-phase cultures of the strains 302, IRS41 and IRS411 were exposed to 1000
J/m^ ultraviolet and 5 kGy 7 radiation. Following treatment, the cells were pelleted
at 4000 X g for five minutes, washed in 5 ml of EDTA (50 mM, pH 8.0) and
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pelleted. The cells were treated with 5 ml of n-butanol saturated phosphate buffer (10
mM pH 7.8) to remove the outer membrane (OM). The cells were washed twice with
5 ml of EDTA (50 mM, pH 8.0). The cell pellet was suspended in 5(X) /d of EDTA
(50 mM, pH 8.0) and to this suspension, an equal volume of low melting point
agarose (1.6% agarose in 50 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) was added. This mixture was
delivered into sterile tubing (500 mm x 1.58 mm) and the cell mixture was allowed to
solidify (embedded cells) for 15 min at room temperature. The embedded cells in gel
were extruded into a screw-capped tube which contained the lysis solution (EDTA, 50
mM, pH 8.0 and 2 mg/ml lysozyme) and incubated at 37°C for 16 hours. The lysis
solution was decanted and the embedded cells were washed several times with an
EDTA (500 mM, pH 8.0) and SDS (1 %) solution. Then, the embedded cells were
treated with a solution containing EDTA (500 mM, pH 8.0), Tris.HCl (10 mM, pH
7.5), N-laurylsarcosine (1%), and proteinase K (2 mg/ml) and stored in this solution
at 50°C for 16 hours. The embedded cell gels were then rinsed twice, (each rinse, 15
minutes) with EDTA solution (50 mM, pH 8.0) and proteinase K was inactivated by
incubating the embedded cells for one hour at room temperature in 200 yX of EDTA
(50 mM, pH 8.0) containing PMSF (1 mM). The embedded cells were rinsed twice
with EDTA (50 mM, pH 8.0) and then stored in TE buffer.
Pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) analysis. The embedded cell gels
were cut into 0.5 cm pieces and loaded into a 1% agarose gel prepared with TBE
buffer and the wells were then sealed with 1% low melting agarose. The DNA in the
embedded cell gels were resolved by the pulse field gel electrophoresis technique of
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contour-clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF) electrophoresis using a CHEF
DR n (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond, CA) apparatus. The DNA molecules are
subjected to orthogonal electric fields such that the DNA molecules reorient in
response to the changing electric fields within the agarose gel. The resolution limit of
the normal agarose electrophoresis is reached when the length of the DNA molecule
is of the same order of size as the pores in the agarose matrix. By forcing
reorientation of the large molecule in the agarose during PFGE the resolution limit is
increased because small molecules are able to reorient faster in response to changing
electric field than larger molecules(Smith et al., 1989). The DNA was resolved at
200v and with pulse times ramped 60s for 15 hours and 90s for another 9 hours. X
DNA concatamers was used as a molecular weight size standard.
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RESULTS
Deinococcus radiodurans strain R1 is extremely resistant to ionizing radiation
(Moseley, 1983) and available evidence argues that efficient DNA repair mechanisms
are responsible for the inherent DNA damage resistance (Lett, et al., 1967). Repair
mechanisms which are mobilized in the response to ultraviolet (UV) radiation induced
damage have been well characterized. Resistance to UV requires the participation of
two constitutive rq>air endonucleases, endonuclease a and endonuclease /3. However,
inactivation of either endonuclease alone or of both endonucleases does not impair
resistance to ionizing radiation (Moseley and Evans, 1983). Auxiliary proteins which
assist in the repair of ionizing radiation induced DNA damage include RecA and
DNA polymerase I, which have been reported to participate in other repair pathways
(Minton, 1994). The process, homologous recombination, is remarkably efficient in
Deinococcus radiodurans and is important in DNA repair following exposure to y
radiation. Activities that are directly involved in DNA repair in D. radiodurans
following ionizing radiation induced damage have not been identified or described.
Isolation of ionizing radiation sensitive (1RS) mutants. D. radiodurans R1
is resistant to the lethal and mutagenic activities which monofunctional alkylating
agents such as MNNG inflict (Moseley and Copland, 1978), while D. radiodurans
strain 302 which is defective in endonuclease a (uvrAl) is sensitive to MNNG and as
a result is 50 times more mutable than Rl. Strain 302 was treated with MNNG (20
/ig/ml) for two hours and the mutagenized population was screened for sensitivity to y
radiation by methods as described in Materials and Methods. A total of 45,000
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MNNG treated colonies generated from eleven individual MNNG mutagenesis
experiments were tested for their sensitivity to 5 kGy 7 radiation and 150 putative
mutants that were sensitive to 7 radiation were identified. A second round of testing
confirmed 49 of the 150 putative mutants were sensitive to

7

radiation and these

mutants were designated IRSl through IRS49. Subsequent testing showed IRS18 and
IRS41 were extremely sensitive to ionizing radiation. These two mutant strains were
selected for additional characterization.
Morphology and growth characteristics of IRS18 and 1RS41. Mutant
strains IRS18 and IRS41 cells in the exponential growth phase appear uniformly as
diplococci. Obvious morphological defects often seen in mutant strains such as cell
clumping and the formation of membranous bodies were absent in these two strains.
Growth rates of IRS18 and IRS41 were comparable to strain 302 with a doubling time
of approximately 80 minutes, and pigmentation and colony morphology were also
similar to that of strain 302.
Recombination proficiency of IRS18 and IRS41. The recombinatory ability
of D. radiodurans can be determined by measuring transformation frequencies. Since
it has been reported that D. radiodurans is naturally transformable (Moseley and
Setlow, 1968) and that cell competence remains uniform throughout the exponential
phase, the transformation frequency obtained will depend on the genetic marker which
has been targeted and the recombination proficiency of the test strain (Tirgari and
Moseley, 1980). For example, for streptomycin resistance, the transformation
frequency is 0.1% for recombination proficient strains such as Rl (Tirgari and
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Moseley, 1980) and 302. When IRS18 and IRS41 were transformed with genomic
DNA from LS18 (Str®, see Table 1) and then plated on TGY agar supplemented with
streptomycin at 50 /tg/ml, the transformation frequency was 0 . 1 %, which was similar
to strain 302. These findings suggested that strains IRS18 and IRS41 were proficient
in homologous recombination.
The plasmid pPG ll will restore ionizing radiation resistance when introduced
into pol ■mutants UV17 and 263 (Gutman, et ah, 1993). In order to determine if the
mutants IRS18 and IRS41 were pol ', they were transformed with linearized pPGll
and then tested to determine if ionizing radiation resistance was restored following
exposure to 6 kGy 7 radiation. Plasmid pPG ll failed to restore ionizing radiation
resistance to the mutants IRS18 and IRS41 which suggested that these two strains do
not belong to the UV17 class of mutants.
IRS18 and 1RS41 carry different defective alleles. To determine if a
common genetic defect existed between 1RS18 and the other 48 1RS strains, a series
of dot transformation experiments was done. Restoration of ionizing radiation
resistance to 1RS 18 and IRS41 cells following exposure to DNA from donor cells
(transformation) should result in appearance of colonies within the circular area which
was “dotted". The appearance of colonies suggests that the mutation found in 1RS
strains undergoing transformation (the recipient strains, namely IRS18 and IRS41) has
been replaced with a wild-type sequence in a recombinational event. The
transforming DNA (the donor strains’ chromosomal DNA) is the source of that wildtype sequence. As a consequence of dot transformation and subsequent restoration of
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radioresistance, the 1RS strains were classified into 18 linkage groups. IRS18 was
exposed to genomic DNA prepared from each of the 48 1RS strains using the dot
transformation format. Resistance to 7 radiation in 1RS18 was restored with DNA
from each 1RS strain excqpt for strain IRS18. Transformation findings segregated
1RS 18 in a unique linkage group, which was designated group B. In a similar fashion
IRS41 was dot transformed with chromosomal DNA from the other 48 1RS strains
and examined for restoration of ionizing radiation resistance. Only homologous
IRS41 DNA failed to restore ionizing radiation resistance, which placed IRS41 in a
second unique linkage group which was designated group I (Mattimore, et al., 1995,
in press).
In a second round of transformation studies, 1RS18 cells were dot transformed
with genomic DNA prepared from R l, 302, IRS18 and IRS41 and then exposed to
kGy

7

6

radiation. Only homologous genomic DNA from 1RS18 failed to restore

ionizing radiation resistance to strain IRS18 (Figure 4). Figure 5 shows an example
of a dot transformation assay in which only genomic DNA prepared from IRS41
failed to restore ionizing radiation resistance to IRS41 cells. The dot transformation
experiments revealed the following; 1 ) failure of nontransformed cells (background
cells, not dotted) to survive ionizing radiation demonstrated they were ionizing
radiation sensitive, 2) both 1RS18 and IRS41 strains are transformable and exhibit
proficiency in homologous recombination, 3) the wild-type gene that restored ionizing
radiation resistance can be detected in the dot transformation protocol for both 1RS 18
and IRS41 strains, and 4) the genes mutagenized in IRS18 and IRS41are different.
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Figure 4. Pattern of growth on an 1RS 18 spread plate dot transformed with
chromosomal DNA from strains R l (a), 1RS 18 (b), 302 (c) and IRS41 (d). Following
replica plating, the 1RS 18 lawn was exposed to 6 kGy of y radiation. Areas of
growth indicate successful transformation to ionizing radiation resistance.
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Figure 5. Pattern of growth on an IRS41 spread plate dot transformed with
chromosomal DNA from strains R l (a), IRS41 (b), 302 (c) and 1RS 18 (d). Following
replica plating, the IRS41 lawn was exposed to 6 kGy of y radiation. Areas of
growth indicate successful transformation to ionizing radiation resistance.
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The wild-type genes that restored ionizing radiation resistance to 1RS18 and IRS41 by
dot transformation were designated irrB and irrZ, respectively.
Cloning the irrB and irri genes. It is possible to clone large DNA fragments
in the cosmid vector pWElS (Wahl, et al., 1987). DNA fragments of 38 to 45 kb
prepared from D. radiodurans Rl facilitated identification of DNA repair genes in
repair defective mutants and in mapping of repair genes in relation to one another (Al
Bakri, er a/., 1985).
A genomic library of D. radiodurans strain Rl was constructed in the cosmid
vector pWE15 by methods outlined in Figure 1. Titers obtained from an ampicillin
selection experiment suggested that there exist at least 6 6 , 0 0 0 recombinant clones per
fig of size selected insert DNA. Plasmid DNA was recovered from at least forty
ampicillin resistant colonies and subjected to EcdSl and Notl restriction digestion. A
restriction analysis suggested that DNA inserts ranged from 38 to 42 kb and for
subsequent calculations, 40 kb was considered the average size. The genome size of
D. radiodurans Rl is 3 x 10®bp per chromosome (K. W. Minton, Uniformed
Services University Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD, personal communication, 1995);
therefore, it was necessary to screen 343 recombinant clones in order to detect and
identify a DNA sequence of interest with a probability of 0.99 (Clark and Carbon,
1976).
The inherent capacity of D. radiodurans to take up and incorporate
homologous DNA into its genome was exploited in attempts to locate and identify
DNA sequences which restore ionizing radiation resistance to strain IRS18. Briefly,
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cosmid DNA was prepared from 200 ampicillin resistant colonies by the method of
Bimboim and Doly (Bimboim and Doly, 1979). Cosmid DNA was then used as
donor DNA in the dot transformation protocol. Log-phase recipient strains 1RS18 and
IRS41 cells were seeded onto TGY agar, onto which lOptl aliquots of cosmid DNA
were dotted at discrete spots. Following dot transformation, the agar surfaces were
replica plated onto fresh TGY agar plates which were then exposed to

6

kGy

7

radiation. A cosmid clone which restored ionizing radiation resistance to 1RS 18 was
identified and designated pKUl. A second cosmid clone, different from pKUl,
restored ionizing radiation resistance to strain IRS41 and was labeled pPOl.
Both pKUl and pPOl were linearized and then dot transformed into each of
the 49 1RS strains. Following transformation, each 1RS strain was exposed to 6 kGy
7

radiation. Plasmid pKUl restored ionizing radiation resistance to IRS18 but not to

the other 48 1RS strains. Plasmid pPOl restored ionizing radiation resistance to
IRS7, IRS33, IRS34, IRS38, IRS41 and the pol mutant UV17. In addition, strains
IRS7, IRS33, and IRS38 regained resistance to ionizing radiation when transformed
with linearized pPG ll (pol*). Further, pP012, a subclone derived firom pPOl
restored ionizing radiation resistance to IRS41 and not to any other 1RS strains nor
pol strains. These observations support the conclusion that the mutations which
render 1RS18 and IRS41 sensitive to 7 radiation do not belong to any recognized class
of ionizing radiation sensitive mutants described to date, and in addition 1RS 18 and
IRS41 possess defects which are different from each other and from the other 471RS
strains which had been selected.
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IRS18. Preliminary characterization of 1RS18 established that this mutant did
not belong to the previously characterized ionizing radiation sensitive mutants which
include both rec and pol mutants. Nor, was this mutant related to IRS41 or to other
1RS strains. The experiments which follow were done in order to elucidate further
the nature of the IRSIS defect.
Survival of 1RS 18 following exposure to 7 radiation. Broth cultures of D.
radiodurans in log-phase were divided into one ml aliquots, and then exposed to 7
radiation at 22°C. Following exposure to the desired cumulative radiation dosage, the
cells were diluted and plated onto TGY agar to assess survival, and the results
obtained from this experiment are presented in Figure 6 . The IRS18 mutant (open
triangles) was sensitive to 7 radiation and the cumulative 7 radiation dose required to
inactivate 63% of the cell population (the dose required to kill one viable unit) was
calculated to be 0.9 kGy. The survival curve for strain 302 (closed circles) exhibits
an obvious shoulder which reconfirmed that this strain can accumulate DNA damage
without significant loss in viability, and the surviving cells start to decline only after
this bacterium received a dose in excess of 4.8 kGy. The D37 value for strain 302
was determined to be

6

kGy.

Influence of the uvrAl mutation on the 1RS phenotype of 1RS 18. Since the
mutations which give rise to ionizing radiation sensitivity were induced in strain 302
(uvrAl), the resultant mutants are sensitive to the addition of mitomycin C as well. In
an attempt to determine if a defective uvrA gene product contributed to the ionizing
radiation sensitivity, the 1RS18 mutant was transformed to mitomycin resistance
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Figure 6. Representative survival curves for 1RS 18 (open triangles) and IRS181 (open
squares) following exposure to y radiation. Survival of strain 302 (closed circles) is
also shown. Values are means ± standard deviations of six replicates.
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(Mtc^) and these transformants were screened for ionizing radiation resistance.
Transformation to Mtc* was accomplished by incubating 1RS18 cells with
chromosomal DNA prepared from wild type R1 and transformants which grew on
TGY agar supplemented with mitomycin (60 ng/ml) were selected. Mitomycin
resistant transformants were patched onto fresh TGY agar and exposed to

6

kGy 7

radiation. The results of this experiment are summarized on Table 2, and revealed
that mitomycin resistant transformants became resistant to ionizing radiation which
suggested that uvrA and the defective gene in 1RS18 appear to be closely linked or
alternatively, the 1RS phenotype in IRS18 may be due to a second mutation in uvrA.
Plasmid pUE58 depicted in Figure 7, contains a 5.6 kb DNA fragment from
D. radiodurans R1 which had been cloned into a unique EcdSl site. This R1 DNA
fragment encodes that portion of the wüd-type uvrA* locus which restored Mtc* to
302 and to those strains derived from 302, but not to strain 262. Since this plasmid
cannot replicate in D. radiodurans (A1 Bakri, et ah, 1985) restoration of resistance to
mitomycin must require a homologous recombination event between the plasmid,
which carries the wild-type gene and the defective chromosomal DNA. The plasmid
pUE58 was linearized and then added to competent IRS18 cells in broth culture. The
linearization step was required to ensure that only a double crossover event could
occur and permit the generation of Mtc*^ transformants. To select for Mtc®
transformants the cells were plated onto TGY agar which contained mitomycin (60
ng/ml). Mitomycin resistant colonies were patched onto fresh TGY plates and then
exposed to 6 kGy 7 radiation and the results are presented on Table 2.
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Table 2. Transformation of IRS18 to mitomycin resistance (Mtc®)
Number of transformants
Source of
DNA

Mtc*^*

M tc W "

Mtc^IRS =

Deinococcus
radiodurans R1
Genomic DNA

69

69

0

100

pUE58-SamHI

751

166

585

22.1

Cotransformation
Frequency (%) **

Mtc^ resistance to effects of mitomycin C
IR^ resistance to ionizing radiation
1RS ionizing radiation sensitive
Cotransformation frequency of Mtc*IR^ = Mtc^IR^ / Total Mtc*^ x 100
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One mitomycin resistant transformant derived from 1RS18 that remained ionizing
radiation sensitive was produced and this strain was designated 1RS 181. Since the
biochemical nature of the defects in 1RS18 is not known, the wild-type locus
identified by mutational inactivation in 1RS18 was designated irrB and the mutant
allele detected in strain IRS18 and IRS181 was referred to as irrBl.
Survival of 1RS 181 following exposure to 7 radiation. Cotransformation of
uvrA and irrB implied that the two genes may be linked and lie within a 5.6 kb region
on the chromosome (present in pUE58). However, these experiments yielded no hints
as to the contribution of the uvrAl mutation on the ionizing radiation sensitive
phenotype in IRS18. As a consequence, it was necessary to determine the level of
sensitivity of strain IRS181 to 7 radiation. Survival of IRS181 cells following
exposure to 7 radiation was determined, and the results of this experiments are shown
in Figure 6 . Figure 6 shows that 1RS181 cells (open squares) remained sensitive to 7
radiation, while IRS18 cells (open triangles) were clearly more sensitive to ionizing
radiation than IRS181 (its uvrA^ isogenote). When exposed to doses of 3 kGy or
less, IRS18 and IRS181 behaved in a similar fashion, but at doses in excess of 3 kGy,
the presence of the wild type uvrA gene product promoted survival in IRS181. At

6

kGy, (D37 value for strain 302) 1RS18 was 32-fold more sensitive than strain 302
(filled circles) and 12-fold more sensitive than 1RS181.
Survival of IRS18 following exposure to UV radiation. The ionizing radiation
sensitive mutants isolated by Moseley were also sensitive to UV radiation (Moseley,
1967; Moseley, 1983). It has been established that IRS18 is proficient in homologous
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recombination and this strain is not defective in DNA polymerase I activity. It was
necessary to determine whether 1RS 18 was resistant to UV radiation. Broth cultures
of D. radiodurans while in log-phase were diluted serially, plated on TGY agar and
exposed to UV at a dose rate of 2 J/m^/s until the desired dose was achieved.
Following three days incubation at 30°C the plates were examined and emerging
resistant colonies were counted. The results obtained from this experiment are
presented in Figure 8 . IRS18 (open triangles) was more sensitive to UV radiation
when survival fractions were compared with strain 302 (closed circles). The extended
shoulder followed by an exponential drop in viability, which strain 302 exhibited, was
absent in the survival curve for strain IRS18 and the decrease in viability in IRS18
started early and was gradual in its decline.
Survival of 1RS 181 following exposure to UV radiation. The survival curve
for IRS181 cells following exposure to UV is also depicted in Figure 8 . IRS181
(open squares) was sensitive to UV radiation and it is apparent from inspection of the
survival curve that IRS181, an uvrA^ isogenote of IRS18, was more sensitive to UV
than strains 302 (closed circles) or IRS18 (open triangles). IRS181 tolerated UV
damage up to 300 J/m^ without significant loss of viability. Lethality was a
consequence only after IRS181 cells received UV doses in excess of 300 J/m^. At
600 J/m^, IRS181 was 20-fold more sensitive than strain 302 and 16-fold more
sensitive than IRS18.
Mitomycin resistance. Strain 302 {uvrAl) is a documented mitomycin Csensitive strain (Moseley and Copland, 1978). Since 1RS strains were derived from
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Figure 8. Representative survival curves for 1RS 18 (open triangles) and IRS181 (open
squares) following exposure to UV radiation. Survival of strain 302 (closed .circles)
is also shown. Values are means ± standard deviations of six replicates.
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strain 302, in addition to being sensitive to

7

radiation they are also sensitive to

mitomycin. This observation was confirmed when survival of 1RS18 cells was
assessed following exposure to mitomycin C (1 ^g/ml). The cells were sampled at
periodic intervals following exposure to mitomycin, washed, diluted and plated on
TGY agar. The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 9. Strain 302
(closed circles) and strain 1RS18 (open triangles) were sensitive to mitomycin and
each strain exhibited at least three orders of magnitude loss of viability following 2 0
minutes exposure to mitomycin. The survival curves for strains 302 and 1RS 18 were
superimposable, an observation which suggests parity in their individual sensitivity to
mitomycin C. Strains R1 (closed diamonds) and 1RS181 (open squares) were each
resistant to mitomycin over the 90 minutes of exposure. Acquisition of wild-type
uvrA obviously restored mitomycin resistance to strain 1RS181.
Preliminary functional characterization of 1RS18. Strain IRS18 is both
recombination proficient and sensitive to UV and ionizing radiation. The defect in
1RS 18 to which radiosensitivity has been assigned is the irrBl gene product, which
has not been characterized. Further, the wild type equivalent in R1 (wild type irrB
gene product) has not been characterized. The experiments which follow were done
in an attempt to elucidate the function of the defective IrrB protein present in 1RS 18
and the function of IrrB protein produced by the wild type strain Rl.
In the past, the natural transformation capacity exhibited by D. radiodurans
cells has been utilized to investigate the repair capacity of irradiated transforming
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Figure 9. Representative survival curves for 1RS 18 (open triangles) and IRS181 (open
squares) following exposure to mitomycin. Survival of strains R l (closed diamonds)
and 302 (closed circles) is also shown. Values are means ± standard deviations of
six replicates.
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DNA (Moseley and Setlow, 1968). The DNA repair defective mutant strain UV17 is
considerably less efficient, compared with the R l, in reactivating (repairing) UV
irradiated transforming DNA, which suggested the potential use of this assay to assess
DNA repair proficiency in the 1RS strains (Moseley and Mattingly, 1971).
The donor DNA used in transformation experiments was treated with DNA
damaging agents to generate adducts. Exposure to ionizing radiation creates several
types of DNA lesions which include strand breaks, crosslinks and base modifications
(Ward, 1988; Hutchinson, 1985). Hydroxyl radicals constitute the major reactive
species which is generated in aerated aqueous solutions (broth cultures) following
irradiation and the hydroxyl radicals are highly reactive toward the 5-6 double bond in
thymine. The major product is the creation of cw-thymine glycol (f) (Hariharan and
Cerutti, 1972). In addition to modifying pyrimidine bases, the hydroxyl radical may
also produce purine adducts. The adducts, 8 -hydroxyadenosine and 8 hydroxyguanosine, have been detected and identified as the predominant species
formed in vitro (van Hemmen and Bleichrodt, 1971; Dizdaroglu, 1985) and in vivo
(Kuchino, et al., 1987) when DNA is exposed to damaging levels of ionizing
radiation.
As mentioned previously the 1RS18 strain is sensitive to y radiation and
mitomycin (Figures

6

and 9, open triangles) and following transformation of 1RS18

with linearized pUE58, mitomycin resistance was restored (Table 2). A 5.6 kb EcoiSl
fragment from plasmid pUE58 was isolated and exposed to DNA damaging agents
with the goal of generating DNA damage products. Restoration of mitomycin
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resistance within 1RS 18 {uvrAl, irrBl) following transformation with damaged
plasmid DNA would provide evidence that 1RS18 repaired the damaged DNA which
had been introduced.
Transformation of IRS18 to Mtc^ with DNA containing thymine glvcol (t’l .
Gel purified 5.6 kb D. radiodurans EcdSl fragment from pUE58 {uvrA*, Figure 7)
was treated with OsO^ in the presence of pyridine by the method of Clark and
Beardsley (1987). The DNA which now contained thymine glycol (f) was purified
by passing the treated DNA through spin columns (Sephadex G-25) to remove
unreacted OsO^, and the modified DNA preparation was used in transformation
experiments. Transformants were selected following plating onto TGY agar
supplemented with mitomycin (60 ng/ml) and the findings are presented in Table 3.
Strain 302 and 1RS18 each exhibited the capacity to form mitomycin resistant
transformants when exposed to t’ containing transforming DNA. The number of
transformants which arose from OsO^ treated DNA recipient 302 and 1RS18 was
greatly reduced (at least a ten-fold difference) when compared with non-treated DNA
transformation experiments. Osmium tetroxide treatment of transforming DNA did
not reduce the viable counts (bottom panel, Table 3) when compared to non-treated
control DNA which implied that OsO^ treated DNA preparations were not toxic.
Transformation of 1RS 18 to Mtc^ with DNA containing 8 -hydroxyguanosine
(8 -OHdGl. Plasmid pUE58 was digested with EcdSL and the 5.6 kb insert DNA was
isolated and then exposed to white light in the presence of
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Table 3. Transformation of 302 and 1RS18 to Mtc® with DNA containing thymine
glycol
Number of Mtc®
transformants *
Source of
DNA

302

IRS18

Control:
pUE58-£toRI

3400

7200

OSO4 treated
pUE58-EcoRI

200

765

Viable counts (cfu/ml)
Control:
pUE58-£!coRI

1 X 10»

5.9 X 10’

OSO4 treated
pUE58-EcoRI

1.5 X 10»

7.9 X 10’

Mtc'^ colonies were selected by plating the transformation mixture onto TGY
agar which contained mitomycin C at 60 ng/ml.
Viable counts were estimated by plating the transformation mixture onto TGY
agar.
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methylene blue. Treatment of DNA with white light and methylene blue promoted
formation of 8 -OHdG adducts at guanine bases (Floyd, et. al., 1989). Adduct
containing DNA was precipitated, washed to remove methylene blue and then used in
transformation experiments. The resultant transformants were selected on TGY agar
which contained mitomycin (60 ng/ml) and the findings are summarized on Table 4.
Mitomycin resistant transformants were obtained from both 302 and 1RS18 strains in
both the control (non-treated DNA) transformation and following transformation with
8

-OHdG-DNA. A five-fold decrease in the number of transformants occurred when

damaged transforming DNA was used when compared with the control transformation
group. Viable counts revealed that methylene blue exerted no adverse effect on the
recipient cells.
SDS PAGE analysis of D. radiodurans cell extracts. The reactivation repair
of damaged DNA and subsequent restoration of the mitomycin resistant phenotype
suggested that IRS18 was as proficient as the parent 302 strain in repairing both t’
and 8 -OHdG lesions. To characterize irrB further, cell extracts were prepared from
D. radiodurans and these cell free extracts were examined by SDS PAGE. Extracts
prepared from 1RS 18 showed an additional band with a relative molecular weight of
23 kD (Figure 10). This band designated IrrB*, was not present in cell extracts
prepared from the parent strain 302 or in the wild type strain R l. At this juncture, it
is not known if IrrB* in 1RS18 is a truncated form of IrrB or whether its presence is
the result of overproduction of a protein due to faulty regulation by a defective irrB
gene product.
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Table 4. Transformation of 302 and IRS18 to Mtc^ with DNA containing 8 hydroxyguanosine
Number of Mtc^
transformants *
302

IRS18

Control:
pUE58-£toRI

3400

7200

MB+Light treated
pUE58-JEcoRI

590

1300

Source of
DNA

Viable counts (cfu/ml)
Control:
pUE58-£toRI

1 X 10»

5.9

MB+Light treated
pUE58-£toRI

1.8x10»

6 .7 x 1 0 ’

X

10’

Mtc® colonies were selected by plating the transformation mixture onto TGY
agar which contained mitomycin C at 60 ng/ml.
Viable counts were estimated by plating the transformation mixture onto TGY
agar.
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Binding of irrB cell free extracts to DNA. In E. coli the uvrA gene is closely
linked to the ssb gene which encodes the single stranded DNA binding protein (Sancar
and Rupp, 1979). Greenberg, et ah, (1974) reported that the mutant ssb-113, a
mutation in the ssb gene, was sensitive to both ionizing and UV radiation. Since irrB
is upstream of uvrA (Figure 7 and Table 2) and participates in DNA repair, it was
hypothesized that irrB may be a ssb equivalent in D. radiodurans. To examine this
possibility cell free extracts prepared from R l, 302, IRS18 and IRS181 cells were
passed through ssDNA-cellulose columns. Bound protein was eluted with increasing
molar solutions of NaCl, collected and then subjected to SDS PAGE analysis (Figure
11). The majority of the bound proteins eluted with 100 mM NaCl. The protein
profile revealed the presence of several DNA binding proteins and the banding pattern
was similar for each of the four strains. The IrrB* band, which was seen in 1RS18,
did not bind to ssDNA in the presence of 50 mM NaCl, and was collected in the flow
through fraction (not shown).
Each cell free extract was also passed through dsDNA-cellulose columns. The
eluted protein profiles are shown in Figure 12. Several proteins bound to dsDNA and
most were eluted with 100 mM NaCl. The IrrB* protein did not bind to dsDNA and
was collected and detected in the flow through fraction;
1RS41. Preliminary characterization of IRS41 established that this mutant did
not belong to the previously characterized ionizing radiation sensitive mutants which
include both rec and pal mutants. Nor is this mutant related to 1RS18 or to other 1RS
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strains. The experiments which follow were done in order to elucidate further the
nature of the IRS41 defect.
Survival of IRS41 following exposure to 7 radiation. The survival capacity of
IRS41 cells following exposure to 7 radiation is depicted in Figure 13. IRS41 cells
(closed triangles) are quite sensitive to 7 radiation and cell viability declined rapidly
following accumulation of 1.2 kGy. At doses in excess of 3.6 kGy, IRS41 was at
least two orders of magnitude more sensitive than its parent strain 302 (closed
circles). As a consequence of its exponential loss in viability, IRS41 did not show the
characteristic shoulder exhibited by the parent 302 strain (Figure 13).
Influence of the uvrAl mutation on the 1RS phenotype of IRS41. IRS41 was
derived from strain 302 {uvrAl), and as a consequence it was also sensitive to
mitomycin. To determine whether the defective uvrA gene product also contributed to
the ionizing radiation sensitivity, IRS41 was transformed with genomic DNA from
wild type R l, to mitomycin resistance and these transformants were then screened for
ionizing radiation resistance. The findings summarized in Table 5 show that none of
the mitomycin resistant transformants tested was resistant to

6

kGy 7 radiation.

These observations were confirmed by a second series of transformation
experiments. In the second format IRS41 cells were transformed with linearized
pUE58 and mitomycin resistant transformants appeared on TGY agar which was
supplemented with mitomycin (60 ng/ml). Mitomycin resistant transformants were
then screened for ionizing radiation resistance following exposure to

6

kGy

7
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Figure 13. Representative survival curves for IRS41 (closed triangles) and IRS411
(closed squares) following exposure to y radiation. Survival of strain 302 (closed
circles) is also shown. Values are means + standard deviations of six replicates.
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Table 5. Transformation of IRS41 to mitomycin resistance (Mtc®^)
Transformants
Mtc*^‘

M tc W

Mtc^IRS '

Deinococcus
radiodurans Rl
Genomic DNA

94

0

94

0

pUE58-BamHI

499

0

499

0

Source of
DNA

•

Cotransformation
Frequency (%) '*

resistance to effects of mitomycin C
resistance to ionizing radiation
ionizing radiation sensitive
Cotransformation frequency of Mtc*^IR^ = Mtc^IR^ / Total Mtc® x 100
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radiation. The results, which are presented on Table 5, revealed that each mitomycin
resistant transformant remained sensitive to ionizing radiation. The mitomycin
resistant strain which was derived from IRS41 was designated IRS411, and the mutant
allele found in IRS41 and IRS411 was named irrll.
Survival of IRS411 following exposure to y radiation. The transformation data
presented on Table 5 suggest that irri and uvrA loci are not linked. To determine the
role the uvrAl mutation may play in the ionizing radiation sensitive phenotype, a
survival curve for IRS411 cells was done following exposure to 7 radiation. The
results of the survival curve are represented in Figure 13 which shows IRS411 cells
(closed squares) are sensitive to 7 radiation. The IRS411 cells started to exhibit their
sensitivity after 1.2 kGy 7 radiation had accumulated. IRS41 (closed triangles) and
IRS411 cells exhibited similar survival capabilities until 3.6 kGy, while at doses in
excess of 3.6 kGy IRS411 was more sensitive than IRS41. Also, at doses in excess
of 3.6 kGy, IRS411 was at least two orders of magnitude more sensitive than the 302
parent strain (closed circles).
Cloning of irrl. By dot transformation the D. radiodurans Rl cosmid library
was screened for clones that could restore ionizing radiation resistance to IRS41.
Clone, pPOl, was identified as being capable of restoring ionizing radiation resistance
to several 1RS strains which included IRS41. pPOl carries a large 40 kb insert DNA
fragment. In order to localize irrl in this fiiagment, pPOl was subcloned into plasmid
pACYC184. The steps followed in the subcloning procedure were presented in
Figures 2 and 3. Plasmid pPOll (Figure 2) carries a 14 kb Ncol fragment which
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restores ionizing radiation resistance to both IRS41 and UV17, while pP012 (Figure
3) carries a 5 kb EcdSl fragment that restores ionizing radiation resistance to IRS41
only.
Survival of IRS41 following exposure to UV radiation. The IRS41 strain is
proficient in recombination and is not defective in DNA polymerase I activity.
Inactivation of irrl in IRS41 appears to render this strain sensitive to ionizing
radiation. In a first step toward identifying the role of the irrl gene product in repair
of UV induced DNA damage, broth cultures of IRS41 cells were exposed to UV
radiation. IRS41 (closed triangles) was sensitive to UV when compared to strain 302
(closed circles) and at an accumulated dose of 600 J/m^ IRS41 was three fold more
sensitive than was strain 302 (Figure 14).
Survival of IRS411 following exposure to UV radiation. Figure 14 depicts the
survival of IRS411 cells (closed squares) following exposure to UV radiation, and this
strain is clearly sensitive to UV radiation. IRS411, the uvrA^ isogenote of IRS41,
was much more sensitive to UV than were strains 302 and IRS41. Sensitivity of
IRS411 cells was apparent at each dose of UV radiation tested and at doses which
exceeded 200 J/m^ the IRS411 strain was at least two orders of magnitude more
sensitive than were strains 302 and IRS41.
Mitomycin resistance. Strain 302 (jivrAl) is sensitive to mitomycin (Moseley
and Copland, 1978) as is strain IRS41 which was derived from strain 302. To
confirm this latter observation IRS41 cells were exposed to mitomycin (1 /tg/ml) and
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Figure 14. Representative survival curves for IRS41 (closed triangles) and IRS411
(closed squares) following exposure to UV radiation. Survival of strain 302 (closed
circles) is also shown. Values are means ± standard deviations of six replicates.
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plated following 10, 20, 30, 45 60, 75 and 90 minutes exposure. The results are
presented in Figure 15. Both strains, 302 (closed circles) and IRS41 (closed
triangles), were sensitive to mitomycin, while the wild type Rl (closed diamonds) and
IRS411 (closed squares) were resistant. Acquisition of the wild type uvrA by
transformation restored mitomycin resistance to IRS411.
Preliminary biochemical characterization of IRS41. While strain IRS41 is
sensitive to ionizing radiation, it is not defective in ei ther the rec or pol gene. The
survival of both IRS41 and IRS411, following exposure to UV, suggested there must
be some interaction between the irrl gene product and endonuclease a. Further
characterization was required to uncover the nature of the defect in IRS41 that makes
this strain extremely sensitive to both ionizing and UV radiation.
Transformation of IRS41 to Mtc^ with DNA containing thymine glycol t't*’).
As a first step in characterization, IRS41 (irr/i, uvrAl) was transformed to mitomycin
resistance with the gel purified EcoRI fragment from pUE58 which encodes a portion
of the UvrA protein. This fragment restored mitomycin resistance in uvrAl mutants.
The transforming DNA fragment, a 5.6 kb EcoRI fragment removed from pUE58
which had been treated with OsO^ to generate t’, was used to transform IRS41 strains
to mitomycin resistance. Successful restoration of mitomycin resistance through
transformation with the damaged DNA was taken as evidence that IRS41 was capable
of repairing t’. Table 6 presents the findings of these experiments. DNA which
contained t’ generated few transformants in strain 302. A 17-fold difference was
observed between mitomycin resistant transformants produced from control DNA
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Figure 15. Representative survival curves for IRS41 (closed triangles) and IRS411
(closed squares) following exposure to mitomycin. Survival of strains R l (closed
diamonds) and 302 (closed circles) is also shown. Values are means ± standard
deviations of six replicates
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Table 6 . Transformation of 302 and IRS41 to Mtc® with DNA containing thymine
glycol
Number of Mtc*
transformants *
302

IRS41

Control:
pUE58-£toRI

3400

4300

OSO4 treated
pUE58-£toRI

200

0

Source of
DNA

Viable counts (cfu/ml)
Control:
pUE58-£toRI

1 X 10”

1.3 X 10”

OSO4 treated
pUE58-£fcoRI

1.5

1.5

X

10”

X

10”

Mtc® colonies were selected by plating the transformation mixture onto TOY
agar which contained mitomycin C at 60 ng/ml.
Viable counts were estimated by plating the transformation mixture onto TOY
agar.
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versus t’ containing DNA. The number of Mtc*^ transformants obtained in both IRS41
and strain 302 was comparable when non-treated control DNA was used. However,
IRS41 failed to produce Mtc* transformants when incubated with t’ containing
transforming DNA.
Transformation of IRS41 with DNA containing 8 -OHdG.

8

-OHdG adducts

were generated by exposing the 5.6 kb EcoSl fragment to white light in the presence
of methylene blue. The damaged DNA was used in transformation experiments to
restore mitomycin resistance to strain IRS41. The data presented in Table 7 reveal
that mitomycin resistant transformants were produced in both recipient strains when
exposed to either undamaged or 8 -OHdG containing DNA. The number of
mitomycin resistant transformants obtained from damaged transforming DNA were
fewer in number than those produced by the control DNA transformation.
SDS PAGE analysis of IRS41 cell extracts. Cell extracts prepared from IRS41
cells were subjected to SDS PAGE analysis and the protein profile for this strain is
shown in Figure 10 (see IRS41 lane). The protein profile obtained for the IRS41
extract was similar to that for extracts prepared from wild type R1 and 302 strains.
DNA degradation following irradiation in irri strains. UV survival curves
observed for strains which carry a mutation in irrI revealed that they are sensitive to
UV radiation. In fact, sensitivity to UV was enhanced in the presence of uwA^
(Figure 14), an observation which was further confirmed by the DNA degradation
studies which follow. Deinococcus radiodurans strains 302, IRS41 and IRS411 were
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Table 7. Transformation of 302 and IRS41 to Mtc* with DNA containing 8 hydroxyguanosine
Number of Mtc^
transformants '
Source of
DNA

302

IRS41

Control:
pUE58-£toRI

3400

4300

MB+Light treated
pUE58-£toRI

590

210

Viable counts (cfu/ml)
Control:
pUE58-£toRI

1 X 10»

1.3

X

10»

MB+Light treated
pUE58-&oRI

1.8 X 10»

4.3

X

10’

Mtc® colonies were selected by plating the transformation mixture onto TOY
agar which contained mitomycin C at 60 ng/ml.
Viable counts were estimated by plating the transformation mixture on TOY
agar.
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exposed to either 7 radiation (5 kGy) or UV radiation (1000 J/m*) and were then
embedded in an agarose matrix. Following treatment to remove the cell wall and cell
membrane the gels containing DNA molecules were subjected to pulsed field gel
electrophoresis (Figure 16). The genomic DNA was intact in untreated cells (lanes 1,
2, and 3) while the DNA from each of the three strains exposed to ionizing radiation
was degraded (lanes 8 , 9, and 10). However, following exposure to UV, degraded
DNA was seen only in strain IRS411 (lane 7).
Mapping of the i/rB, irrF and irri loci. Following successful transformation
of strain 1RS18 with linearized pUE58 to a mitomycin resistance phenotype, only
20

% of the mitomycin resistant transformants were found to be resistant to ionizing

radiation (Table 2). In a parallel experiment with IRS41, none of the Mtc®
transformants were resistant to ionizing radiation (Table 5). These findings suggested
that irrB^ and uvrA^ were closely linked and are located within a 5.6 kb region,
while the irri gene is located outside of this region. To map the irrB locus with
respect to irri, the pWElS cosmid library was screened by dot transformation to
identify clones that restored ionizing radiation resistance to strains 1RS18 and IRS41.
It was shown previously that cosmid pKUl restored ionizing radiation resistance to
IRS18, but not to IRS41 (Table 8 ), and failed to restore the ionizing radiation
resistance to any of the other 48 1RS strains or to the pol strain, UV17. pKUl also
restored Mtc^ to the uvrA strains 302 and 262 (Table 9). The findings suggest that
irrB and uvrA are within a 40 kb region on the chromosome, while the irri locus is
outside of this 40 kb region.
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Figure 16. Pulsed field gel analysis of DNA degradation in irri strains (IRS41 and
IRS411) following exposure to radiation. Strain 302 is also included for comparison.
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Table 8 . Restoration of ionizing radiation resistance in selected strains of D. radiodurans
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A + sign indicates restoration of an ionizing radiation sensitive strain to a radioresistant phenotype
following transformation with the donor DNA
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Table 9. Restoration of mitomycin resistance in selected strains of D. radiodurans
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A + sign indicates restoration of a mitomycin sensitive strain to a mitomycin resistant phenotype following
transformation with the donor DNA
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Cosmid pPOl restored ionizing radiation resistance to both IRS411 and UV17
(Table 8 ). pPOl also transformed strain 262 to mitomycin resistance. However,
pPOl did not restore mitomycin resistance to strain 302. These pieces of information
indicate that a partial overlap of DNA sequences exists between pKUl and pPOl and
those portions of the uvrA gene are present in the area of overlap between the cosmid
clones.
A series of dot transformation experiments were done in order to define the
map contributed by the cosmids pKUl and pPOl. The plasmids which carried the
wild type sequences of uvrA, pol, irrB, and j/rZ loci were used as donor DNA and the
results of these studies are presented in Tables

8

and 9.

Plasmid pUE58 carried the 5.6 kb D. radiodurans R1 DNA sequence that
restored Mtc^ to strain 302. As a result of transformation with this 5.6 kb region,
which includes portions of uvrA and irrB, ionizing radiation resistance was restored to
1RS 181. The plasmid pPG ll carries a 5.2 kb insert that includes 1,980 bp of the 3’
end of the pol gene and a 3.2 kb DNA sequence downstream from pol (Gutman, et
al., 1993). A 1.2 kb insert in the plasmid pPG12 encodes 990 bp of the pol gene and
an additional 220 bp of downstream sequence (Gutman, et al., 1993). Both pPG ll
and pPG12 restored ionizing radiation resistance to strain UV17. pPG ll also
transformed strain 262 to mitomycin resistance while pPG12 did not restore
mitomycin resistance to strain 262. The uvrA locus appears to be located in the
region downstream from the pol gene which places the pol gene near the overlap
between pKUl and pPOl. The subclones designated pPO ll and pP012 were derived
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from the 40 kb insert present in pPOl. Plasmid pPO ll possessed a 14 kb insert
which restored ionizing radiation resistance to both the irri and pol strains. On the
other hand, pP012, which possessed a 5 kb insert transformed only the irri strains to
radioresistance. These findings suggest that the irrB and irri genes are sq>arated by
approximately 20 kb of intervening sequence, a sequence which houses the uvrA and
pol loci. These four loci are arranged as follows: irrB-uvrA-pol-irrI (Figure 17).
Mapping mutations in strains IRS7, IRS33, IRS34, and IRS38. Cosmid
pPOl restored ionizing radiation resistance to other 1RS mutants as well. The
mutants transformed were IRS7, IRS33, IRS34, and IRS38. Mutant strains IRS7,
IRS33 and IRS38 became ionizing radiation resistant by plasmids which contained the
wild type irri and pol genes. The results of these transformation experiments are
presented on Tables 8 and 10. All plasmid clones restored ionizing radiation
resistance in strain 263 which is defective in DNA polymerase I (Table 1), except
pPG9 and pP012. Similar findings were obtained with IRS7 and IRS38 when
ionizing radiation resistance was restored by each of the plasmids, except for pPG9
and pP012. The mutations can be mapped within a 1075 bp HincTL-Ndel segment
which is internal to pPG12 and which contains the terminal 834 bases of the pol gene,
he IRS33 strain was transformed to the ionizing radiation resistance phenotype with
all plasmids except pP012 (Table 10). A short 155 bp segment of the pol gene is
common to the plasmids pPG9, pPG ll and pPG12. This segment restored ionizing
radiation resistance to IRS33. Restoration of ionizing radiation resistance to IRS7,
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Figure 17. Digrammatic representation of the D. radiodurans chromosomal region containing the irrB and irri loci. The
mutant strains defective in DNA repair activity has been assigned to different genes based on the results presented in
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Table 10. Restoration of ionizing radiation resistance in IRS7, IRS33, IRS38 and pol strains of D. radiodurans.
Source of DNA
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A + sign indicates restoration of an ionizing radiation sensitive strain to a radioresistant phenotype
following transformation with the donor DNA
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IRS33 and IRS38 when transformed with pPG ll and pPG12 suggested that these 1RS
strains were defective in DNA polymerase I.
The nature of the mutation that is responsible for the 1RS phenotype for strain
IRS34 has not yet been characterized. IRS34, however, can be transformed to
ionizing radiation resistance with pPOl (Table 8 ). However, plasmids which carry
sequences of pol alone (pPG ll), pol and irri (pPOll) and irri (pP012) fail to restore
ionizing radiation resistance to IRS34. This locus does not appear to be related to
either the pol or irri loci. Thus, this new locus was designated irrF. Findings from
the transformation experiments places irrF downstream from pol and irri (Figure 17).
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DISCUSSION
Deinococcus radiodurans R1 cells, while in the log phase, can withstand S
kGy

7

radiation without loss of viability or evidence of mutation (Moseley, 1983). At

doses which exceed

6

kGy 7 radiation, the dose required to deliver one lethal hit per

genome, only 37% of the population survives. At this dose D. radiodurans sustains
more than 200 double strand breaks, more than 3000 single strand breaks, and in
excess of 1000 base modifications per genome (Smith, et at., 1992). Current
available evidence argues that efficient DNA repair accounts for the resistance to
ionizing radiation in deinococci.
Genetic analysis of radiation sensitive mutants by Moseley and coworkers
indicated that both the rec and pol loci are essential to those cells that exhibit extreme
ionizing radiation resistance (Moseley, 1967; Moseley and Copland, 1975). Minton
and others identified the presence of rec and pol genes in D. radiodurans,
observations which were based on the restoration of ionizing radiation resistance to
radiosensitive mutants (Gutman, et ah, 1993; Gutman, et al., 1994). DNA sequence
analysis done by these investigators indicated that the rec and pol genes of D.
radiodurans are homologs of RecA and DNA polymerase I in E. coli, respectively.
In addition to these genes, an enzymatic repair activity that acts on thymine glycols
has been detected in cell extracts prepared from D. radiodurans (Mun, et al., 1994),
however, its effect on the survival of D. radiodurans following exposure to ionizing
radiation has not been demonstrated in vivo. In other bacterial genera various repair
proteins which mediate the repair of ionizing radiation-induced DNA damage have

73
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been described. The DNA degradation studies following exposure to ionizing
radiation suggested that the DNA repair proteins of D. radiodurans are efficient and
abundant. The mutational inactivation of such repair proteins should result in an
ionizing radiation sensitive phenotype. The initial goal of this investigation was to
produce and characterize ionizing radiation sensitive mutants which could be exploited
to locate and identify wild type repair proteins.
Deinococcus radiodurans strain 302 (uvrAl) is defective in endonuclease a
activity, which renders this strain sensitive to the lethal and mutagenic effects of the
alkylating agent MNNG, making strain 302 fifty times more mutable than the wild
type R1 (Moseley and Copland, 1978). Strain 302 was treated with MNNG and
individual mutagenized colonies were screened for sensitivity to 5 kGy 7 radiation. A
total of 45,000 mutagenized colonies were screened for ionizing radiation sensitivity
from which 49 strains were identified which exhibited sensitivity to 5 kGy 7
radiation. These strains were designated IRSl through IRS49. From this 1RS group
two mutants, IRS18 and IRS41, were selected for further examination.
The cell morphology and growth characteristics of both 1RS18 and IRS41 were
similar to that of the parent 302 strain. IRS18 and IRS41 were readily transformed
by dot transformation to streptomycin resistance (str^). Further transformation
frequencies observed showed that strains 302,1RS 18 and IRS41 were transformable
with frequencies that approached 0.1%. Dot transformation of strains 1RS 18 and
IRS41 with genomic DNA from the wild type R1 to ionizing radiation resistance
(Figures 4 and 5) demonstrated that these two strains had been mutated in different
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genes. Transformation with a linearized plasmid that carried the 27. radiodurans R1
pol sequence did not restore ionizing radiation resistance to either 1RS18 or IRS41,
which suggested both mutant strains are not defective in DNA polymerase I. A
genomic library prepared from D. radiodurans R1 DNA was tested for clones that
restored ionizing radiation resistance to IRS18 and 1RS41. This effort resulted in
identification of two cosmid clones, pKUl and pPOl which restored ionizing radiation
resistance. Plasmid pKUl restored ionizing radiation resistance to 1RS 18 only, while
plasmid pPOl restored ionizing radiation resistance to IRS41, IRS7, IRS33, IRS34,
IRS38 and pol strain UV17. Plasmid pP012, a subclone of pPOl, restored ionizing
radiation resistance to IRS41 only. Neither plasmids pKUl nor pP012 restored
ionizing radiation resistance to the other 48 ionizing radiation sensitive strains or to
previously characterized ionizing radiation sensitive mutants such as UV17 (pol ) and
rec30 (recA). The genes which had been inactivated in IRS18 and IRS41 generated
ionizing radiation sensitive phenotypes which may be unique.
Since both IRS18 and IRS41 were derived from strain 302, they were sensitive
to the action of mitomycin. In addition, both mutants were also sensitive to ionizing
radiation. Each mutant was transformed to mitomycin resistance with genomic DNA
from the wild type strain R l. Resistance to mitomycin occurred in each mutant when
the uvrAl mutation was replaced with a wild type copy. The uvrA'^ derivatives of
IRS18 and IRS41 were designated IRS181 and IRS411, respectively, and each mutant
remained sensitive to ionizing radiation (Tables 2 and 5). The inactivated genes in
IRS18 and IRS41 which rendered them sensitive to ionizing radiation were designated
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irrB and irri. Subsequent mapping studies were conducted which revealed that the
irrB and irri genes were separated by approximately 20 kb of intervening
chromosomal DNA and that both uvrA and pol genes were located in the intervening
sequence (Tables 8 , 9 and 10 and Figure 17).
1RS18 {uvrAI, irrBI) was found to be at least an order of magnitude more
sensitive to ionizing radiation than the parent strain 302, at doses in excess of 3.6
kGy, which suggested irrB may play a significant role in the ionizing radiation
resistance displayed by wild type D. radiodurans (Figure 6 ). Restoration of
endonuclease a activity enhanced the ionizing radiation resistance of D. radiodurans
as evidenced by the enhanced survival of IRS181 {uvrA^, irrBI) following exposure to
7

radiation. IRS181 was found to be three-fold more sensitive than the parent strain

302 when exposed to

6

kGy 7 radiation. However, simultaneous inactivation of

endonuclease a and irrB made 1RS18 30-fold more sensitive than strain 302 to
ionizing radiation. The literature does not document the participation of endonuclease
o! in the repair of ionizing radiation induced DNA damage in D. radiodurans. The
contribution that endonuclease a provides in the repair of ionizing radiation induced
DNA damage was apparent in these studies only in an irrB background, however.
The enhanced survival that deinococcal cells display following restoration of
uvrA in 1RS181 suggested that irrB and endonuclease a may perform related or very
similar activities. In some ways, the sensitivity IRS18 exhibits to 7 radiation was
similar to the UV sensitivity that strains ÜVS9 {uvrAl, uvsQ, UVS25 {uvrAl, uvsD),
and UVS78 {uvrAl, uvsE) display. UV-sensitive mutants are also defective in the
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function of two repair proteins: endonuclease a and endonuclease j3. Only when both
these proteins have been inactivated does D. radiodurans become UV sensitive as a
consequence of its inability to make an enzymatic incision at UV-induced DNA
lesions (Evans and Moseley, 1983; Moseley and Evans, 1983). Restoration of either
endonuclease activity in UV sensitive mutants will abolish the UV-sensitive
phenotype.
It was shown that Deinococcus radiodurans was sensitive to UV radiation in
the absence of the irrB gene product (Figure 8 ). The extended shoulder, which
appears on survival curves, followed by an exponential loss of viability witnessed for
strain 302 was absent in irrB strain survival curves. The level of UV sensitivity in
irrB strains was dependent on the presence of functional uvrA. The loss of viability
for strain IRS18 was slow and gradual. IRS181 behaved similarly until 400 J/m^ of
UV radiation had accumulated, (Figure 8 ) after which IRS181 (irrBI) was much more
sensitive to UV. At 600 J/m^, IRS181 was at least an order of magnitude more
sensitive than were strains 302 and 1RS 18. Lacking a functional irrB gene product,
strain IRS181 is sensitive to UV which indicates IrrB may modify a potential lethal
activity and this activity may be associated with the action endonuclease a exerts on
UV damaged DNA. Restoration of endonuclease a activity in irrB strains enhanced
the survival of this strain following exposure to y radiation (Figure 6 ), while it
conversely accelerated the loss in viability of this strain following exposure to UV
radiation (Figure 8 ). There seemed to be a vital cooperative interaction between the
irrB gene product and endonuclease a which permits enhanced survival of cells
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following exposure to y radiation. However, this i/rB-endonuclease a interaction did
not bestow UV resistance.
Since 1RS18 was generated from strain 302, it is sensitive to mitomycin in
addition to being sensitive to ionizing radiation. Figure 9 shows that 1RS18 and strain
302 were equally sensitive to mitomycin. Transformation of 1RS18 with pUE58
restored a level of mitomycin resistance to IRS181 equal to that exhibited by the wild
type strain R l. The survival of irrB strains following exposure to mitomycin implied
that the irrB gene product played no role in mitomycin resistance exhibited by D.
radiodurans.
Attempts were made to characterize IrrB protein function, which permits D.
radiodurans to resist extreme levels of ionizing radiation. The experimental objective
was to determine if IRS18 was able to repair modified bases, such as thymine glycol
and 8 -hydroxyguanosine. Thymine glycol and 8 -hydroxyguanosine were examined
because of their abundance in DNA following exposure to y radiation (Hariharan and
Cerutti, 1972; von Hemmen and Bleichrodt, 1971, and Dizdaroglu, 1985). Strain
1RS18 which is sensitive to mitomycin and can be transformed to mitomycin
resistance with the linearized pUE58 was employed as the test strain. The capacity of
1RS18 to repair thymine glycol and 8 -hydroxyguanosine was measured by
transforming this strain (sensitive to mitomycin) with plasmid pUE58 (5.6 kb EcdBl
fragment) treated previously to contain either thymine glycol or 8 -hydroxyguanosine.
Successful restoration of mitomycin resistance to 1RS18 was viewed as evidence for
proficiency to repair DNA.
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IRS 18 and strain 302 were able to generate mitomycin resistant transformants
from DNA which contained modified bases (Tables 3 and 4). The control (nontreated) transforming DNA produced a larger number of mitomycin resistant
transformants (at least a 10-fold difference) when compared to treated transforming
DNA which contained thymine glycol and 8-hydroxy guanosine lesions. When D.
radiodurans sustains damage to its DNA, it undergoes extensive degradation (Dean, et
a l.,1966). It is possible that transforming DNA, which contains the modified bases,
underwent substantial degradation which accounts for fewer mitomycin resistant
transformants. 1RS18 was as efficient as its parent strain (302) in repairing thymine
glycol and 8-hydroxy guanosine lesions in DNA. The experimental design used did
not permit measurement of the repair capacity by wild type R l because of its native
resistance to mitomycin.
Ionizing radiation resistance can be restored to the IRS18 strain by
transformation with linearized pUE58. Plasmid pUE58, also restored mitomycin
resistance to IRS18. The data presented on Table 2, suggests that irrB and uvrA are
closely linked and therefore cotransformable. In E. coli the ssb gene, which encodes
for a single stranded DNA binding protein, is closely linked to the uvrA gene (Sancar
and Rupp, 1979). Sancar, et a l, (1981) sequenced ûiessb and uvrA region and
reported the genes were closely linked and were transcribed from two divergent
promoters. In addition, a point mutation in the ssb gene (ssb-113) rendered E. coli
sensitive to both y and UV radiation (Greenberg, et al., 1974). Further, this
mutation was localized to the carboxy terminus of SSB, the region that participates in
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protein-protein interaction (Chase, 1984; Chase, et al., 1985). The proximity of irrB
to uvrA in the chromosome of D. radiodurans and in the ionizing radiation sensitive
phenotype 1RS 18 suggested that irrB could be a ssb equivalent in D. radiodurans. To
test this premise, the cell extracts prepared from strains R l, 302, and 1RS18 were
passed through a ssDNA cellulose affinity column and the bound proteins were eluted
with increasing molar concentrations of NaCl. First, the protein profile sq>arated on
SDS PAGE revealed that most of the proteins were eluted with 100 mM NaCl for
each strain tested. Second, no difference was observed between the protein profile
obtained from irrB strains versus that of the wüd type R l. Third, the smallest protein
band, revealed with a coomassie blue stained gel, was approximately 24 kD. By
comparison, the deduced molecular weight for SSB in E. coli, based on DNA
sequence analysis, was determined to be 18.8 kD while the relative molecular weight
(M(,)) based on SDS PAGE analysis was 21 kD. The SSB protein from E. coli
exhibits a capacity to bind tightly to ssDNA which requires 2 M NaCl to elute bound
SSB from ssDNA. It is therefore unlikely that IrrB is the “SSB-equivalent” in D.
radiodurans. It is possible that an “SSB-equivalent” was not detected in the
coomassie blue stained gel or was not eluted from ssDNA because of a tight binding
capacity which may have required greater than 2 M NaCl to elute from the DNA
affinity column.
Because no differences were detected between the protein profiles of irrB
strains and the wild type R l in PAGE gel analysis it was possible that the irrB gene
product did not bind to single stranded DNA. If it is an “SSB-equivalent”, then the
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irrBI mutation is not located in the ssDNA binding domain of the SSB protein.
Minton and colleagues (1994) sequenced the region upstream of uvrA and detected an
open reading frame (ORF) of 1500 bp. This ORF was not homologous to the ssb
gene of E. coli nor to any of the DNA repair genes present in other bacteria or
eukaryotes (K. W. Minton, Uniformed Services University Health Sciences, Bethesda,
MD, personal communication).
Cell extracts prepared from irrB strains showed a protein band with a relative
molecular weight of 23 HD that was absent in extracts prepared from R l and 302
(Figure 10). This 23 kD protein band was designated IrrB*. IrrB* did not bind to
either ssDNA or dsDNA in the presence of 50 mM NaCl. An examination of cell
extracts prepared from R l, 302 and IRS18 did not reveal loss of a large protein band
present in R l and 302. It is not known at this juncture whether IrrB* seen in IRS18
represents a truncated IrrB protein or is the consequence of overproduction of a gene
product that is under the control of IrrB protein.
Alternatively, it was possible that IrrB may function as a DNA end binding
protein. DNA end binding proteins are essential and employed by mammalian cells to
protect from the effects of ionizing radiation (Weaver, 1994). In their absence,
mammalian cells are sensitive to ionizing radiation because they cannot repair double
strand breaks. One such DNA end binding protein is the mammalian autoantigen
termed Ku. Inactivation of Ku, through mutation, renders the cells sensitive to
ionizing radiation which can be demonstrated by failure of cell extracts to bind to the
DNA ends, in both ssDNA and ds DNA (Mimori and Hardin, 1986). The protein
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elution profiles which are shown in Figures 11 and 12 indicate that no discernable
difference existed between the elution profiles of R l, 302 and 1RS18 from either
ssDNA and dsDNA afiinity columns. The experimental conditions used in this study
did not distinguish between proteins which are involved in end binding interactions
firom proteins involved in other DNA binding interactions.
Because irri strains were sensitive to 7 radiation when compared to the parent
strain 302, it was surmised the irri gene product was essential in resistance to extreme
ionizing radiation observed in D. radiodurans (Figure 13). The 7 irradiation survival
curves for IRS41 and IRS411 were similar and restoration of endonuclease a activity
by transformation did not influence survival of these irri strains. These observations
suggested that the ionizing radiation sensitive phenotypes of IRS41 and IRS411 were
due to inactivation of the irri gene product and that endonuclease a and irri gene
product activities do not overlap.
IRS41 was only moderately sensitive to UV when compared to the irrl^ parent
strain 302 (Figure 14). When compared, IRS411 was found to be extremely sensitive
to UV radiation and at 300 J/m^ IRS411 was three orders of magnitude more sensitive
than either IRS41 or strain 302. These observations suggested that the irri gene
product may regulate the activity of endonuclease a or some yet to be defined
enzymatic activity that arises subsequent to the action of endonuclease a. This
premise was further supported by detectable DNA degradation which occurs following
exposure to UV and

7

radiation (Figure 16). Strains 302, IRS41 and IRS411 each

showed considerable evidence of DNA degradation following exposure to

7

radiation.
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However, following UV exposure, only IRS411 showed evidence of extensive DNA
degradation, findings which confirm the results obtained in survival curves for IRS411
following exposure to UV radiation (Figure 14, closed squares). These findings
suggest the i/rZ gene product may regulate endonuclease a expression or activity.
Immediately following UV irradiation there is evidence of extensive DNA
degradation in irradiated cells which presumably results as a consequence of
enzymatic removal of damaged DNA (Moseley, 1967; Varghese and Day, 1970).
The degradative process appears to be regulated by an inducible protein, since
administration of chloramphenicol prior to irradiation allows DNA degradation to
proceed unchecked, with lethal consequences. In many respects the consequences of
an irri mutation in an uvrA* background, following UV irradiation, is similar to the
effects observed in wild type D. radiodurans when treated with chloramphenicol
following UV irradiation. Inactivation of endonuclease a also prevents this lethal
degradation event, presumably because this enzyme either catalyzes DNA degradation
or initiates the degradative process (Hansen, 1982). Endonuclease a could, by
incising the DNA at the site of damage, trigger the action of an exonuclease that
degrades DNA until it is inactivated by a protein such as Irri. Conceptually, this
interaction is analogous to that observed when the gam protein of phage X inactivates
the RecBCD exonuclease of E. coli (Sakai, et al., 1973). The similarities between
the action of chloramphenicol following exposure to UV radiation and the effect
promoted by an irri mutation on UV resistance in D. radiodurans suggests that the
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irri gene product may be a regulatory protein and that this activity may be inhibited
by chloramphenicol treatment.
If the irri gene product is a protein which regulates the control of DNA
degradation, an action which follows the action of endonuclease a, then why is there
no discernable difference in the survival of IRS41 and IRS411 following y irradiation?
DNA degradation occurs following

7

irradiation (Dean, et al., 1970; Vukovic-Nagy,

et al., 1974), and wild-type cells become radiosensitive when pretreated with
chloramphenicol. Observations presented above suggest that endonuclease a acts to
repair DNA damaged by ionizing radiation. Since the data presented suggested that
the role endonuclease a may play in ionizing radiation resistance is redundant, the irri
gene product could mediate the action of endonuclease a. Alternatively, the irri gene
product might mediate the enzyme activities of yet to be defined proteins that repair
ionizing radiation induced DNA damage arising after the action of endonuclease a. If
as postulated, the Irri protein inhibits exonuclease activity then there is no reason to
assume that this exionuclease functions on substrates generated solely by endo
nuclease a.
In addition to its postulated regulatory role, the irrI gene product appears to be
essential in the repair of thymine glycols. The results obtained from DNA
reactivation studies suggested that the irri gene product was essential for the repair of
thymine glycol containing transforming DNA (Table 6 ). Because transformants were
generated in strain 302 and not in IRS41 with thymine glycol containing transforming
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DNA it is possible that the irri gene product was active in the rq>air of thymine
glycols.
The protein profile in IRS41 cell extracts were not different from the protein
profiles exhibited by wild-type cells (Figure 10). Therefore, the irri gene product
could be a regulatory protein, as suggested earlier. It will be necessary to determine
the DNA sequence of the irri region before the proposed Irri mediated regulation
event can be examined.
Data collected to date suggest that there are at least four loci (irrB-uvrA-polirrl) which participate in the repair of ionizing radiation induced DNA damage and
that they map within a 20 kb region on the D. radiodurans chromosome. Further, the
irrF gene (strain IRS34, an uncharacterized 1RS mutant) is downstream from irri.
The fine mapping of the pol locus indicated that recombination in D.
radiodurans is highly efficient. From dot transformation and restoration of ionizing
radiation resistance it was determined that strains IRS7, IRS33 and IRS38 are
defective in DNA polymerase I (Table 10). IRS33 was transformed to ionizing
radiation resistance with three subclones of the pol gene (pPG9, pPG ll and pPG12).
Each of these three plasmids share a 155 bp region in common (Gutman, et al.,
1993). Thus, the mutation in IRS33 was localized to the 155 bp region which
substantiated the usefulness of the dot transformation protocol in “fine” genetic
mapping.
Clearly a complex strategy for coping with DNA damage, has evolved in D.
radiodurans and the irrB and irri gene products are critical components in the overall
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strategy to repair damaged DNA. Current understanding of the physiology of D.
radiodurans is too rudimentary, however, to permit definition as to how the irrB and
irri gene products contribute to extreme radioresistance.
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